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Note: This essay is best read on a computer with access to the internet. Links hidden
within the essay offer another layer to the work.
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Exercising the self is at the heart of my artistic practice. I see my work always as
a question and never as a resolution. It constantly aims to work and rework the way I
experience the physical world and in doing so I aim to open those same questions to
my viewer. In myself and in my viewer, I want to engage daily life, to sensitize it, and
celebrate it.
I recently came upon an article (through a serendipitous google search) How
Nonsense Sharpens the Intellect. The article discussed recent psychological studies that
suggest that nonsensical stimuli engage the brain to notice things that it might
otherwise not. Reading it was a discovery and a turning point for me, one that seemed
to fall into my lap and wire connections between ideas I had been trying to investigate
in my own work. At its core, this theory about nonsense and its impact on intellect
establishes human beings as inherent meaning-makers. Dr. Travis Proulx and Dr.
Steven J. Heine, the researchers behind one of the studies following this theory wrote,
“…people naturally assemble mental representations of expected associations that
organize their beliefs and perceptions, and provide them with a general feeling that
their lives make sense.”1 The study goes on to suggest that pushes against this
structure cause the brain to reassess and recalibrate. As the article explains, “…when a

Heine, Steven J and Travis Proulx. “Connections from Kafka: Exposure to Meaning Threats Improves Implicit
Learning of an Artificial Grammar,” Psychological Science, vol. 20, no. 9, 2009, pp.1126.
1
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hiker stumbles across an easy chair sitting deep in the woods, as if dropped from the
sky — the brain gropes for something, anything that makes sense. It may retreat to a
familiar ritual, like checking equipment. But it may also turn its attention outward, the
researchers argue, and notice, say, a pattern in animal tracks that was previously
hidden.”2
It is fascinating to think that an object that is simply out of place can create a
cognitive ripple. I imagine it’s like a reshuffling of the cards, finding a new pattern
where that object can exist in the filing cabinet of the mind. I can envision the long
drawer rolling out, spewing up dusty clouds of other linked memories as the brain
files ‘easy chair’ next to Chanterelle mushroom and Broom moss. That is what is
exciting to me, making space for the absurd to exist. If my artwork could always be the
chair in the woods, I would forever be fulfilled.
I think in some way I am always chasing the marvel of childhood. Childhood is
full of the absurd. The things that become mundane to us as we are older were once a
source of wonder; when the filing cabinets were empty, full of potentiality, waiting to
be stuffed with fragments, connections, and memories. I know in myself, and my
inkling is for most others, that in adult life it takes mindful effort to see the world

Carey, Benedict. “How Nonsense Sharpens the Intellect,” The New York Times, 5 Oct 2009, <http://
www.nytimes.com/2009/10/06/health/06mind.html>
2
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Jen Rosenblit, Clap Hands, 2016, still from performance,
image courtesy of Maria Baranova.

Jen Rosenblit, Clap Hands, 2016, still from performance,
image courtesy of Maria Baranova.

alternatively. Yet all is not lost, we can still sometimes be Kayden in the rain.3 I still
remember Jen Rosenblit’s performance Clap Hands (2016) at the Invisible Dog Art
Center. It was a bizarre performance, one that I took in wide-eyed and with held
breath, one without any predictable turns or edges. Before me naked bodies mashed to
felt, actors danced in awkward rhythms, and shy vulnerability cross-dressed in
spandex-ed aggression.4 I walked away tingling— not that I had a particular opinion
about the actual performance, simply I remember saying to myself over and over, “That
happened! That exists!” The performance gave me permission to see everything more
openly. It wiggled out space in my mind for itself to exist, space to say that kind of
experience can exist. Nothing was linear. Everything had potential.

Kayden in the rain refers to the previous embedded link. A young girl’s first experience of rain fall. See here:
https://youtu.be/-nSeIvFsHBQ?t=135
3

4 To

see more about Clap Hands see, <https://vimeo.com/198700818>
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My own practice aims to be a vehicle for this open mindedness. It seeks to ask
seemingly absurd questions, ones whose interior logic is humble. In String Piece (2015),
I installed delicately gridded white string floor to ceiling by the threshold of a door.
Viewers could choose to walk through the installation or pass around it, many walked
unknowingly into it due to the subtly of the string. As the strings were engaged they
began to clot and tangle, leaving markers of where people had or hadn’t touched and

String Piece (detail), 2015, cotton thread & invisible polyester thread, installation.
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pushed through the grid. This work asked: Could string become a measurement of
people passing through space? Could string be a residue of presence?
In Jolly Rancher Performance (2016), I walked around a circle of viewers with a
bag of Jolly Rancher candies under my arm. At each person I would stop, unwrap a
candy and place it into my mouth. Inching close to them I would recite a memory of
mine with the candy swirling around my tongue, the scent of Green Apple or
Watermelon or Blue Raspberry or Cherry or Grape lacing my memory. Before
proceeding on, I spit out the candy, rewrapped it and placed it at the viewer’s feet. This
was repeated throughout the crowd. This work played with the space of memory:
Could I transfer one of my own memories to another person on the foundation of a
scent? Might someone in the future catch the scent of grape and in that distant time or
space remember what I told them?
Both of these examples of my work subtly probe at the world as I see it. When
the routine in me wants to say, “It must be this way!”: “A room full of people is only
counted with a tally counter!” or “Candy is simply a treat to suck!”, the playful in me
says, “What if?” and “Why not?” When I decide that reality as I know it is not so rigid
and I instead remind myself that it is pliable, things gain more vibrancy. I am intent to
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explore a more laissez-faire approach to inspiration and embrace the seemingly absurd
connections my mind wants to make and explore.
It is a similar untethered intention that I appreciate in Sarah Sze’s work. As her
dealer calls it, “Sze's sculptures attempt to quantify and organize the universe,
ascribing a fragile, personal system of order.”5 In my mind, Sze is unforgiving to the
viewer. She has an autonomous boldness with objects, a material plasticity through
which she pairs items
like sleeping bags with
disco balls.6 For
example, in Fixed Points
Finding a Home (2012),
packages of screws are
red and yellow blocks

Sarah Sze, Fixed Points Finding a Home, 2012, installation view, image courtesy of the
artist, photo by Andrés Lejona.

of color as well as tools suggesting their use. Individual sticks form together to become
a large branch and plants hover between what we know of as potted decor and what

Bonakdar Gallery. “Biography,” Sarah Sze, <http://www.tanyabonakdargallery.com/artists/sarah-sze/seriessculpture-and-installation_7/2>
5 Tanya

objects are seen paired in Sarah Sze’s work Fifty-Fifty (2010) See here: <http://
www.tanyabonakdargallery.com/artists/sarah-sze/series-sculpture-and-installation_7/16>
6 These
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we see as micro-landscaping. Objects that are simultaneously themselves and what the
installation needs them to be, reorient the viewer.
Reorientation is key. And objects guiding this reorientation is how I think a
successful installation works. On that same note, I also believe that objects are loaded
and complex things that contain largely imperceptible, invisible histories. I believe
those histories emanate from objects themselves, like where they have been, who has
touched them, what they were used for. I also believe that objects have an exterior
history, reflecting the viewer’s associations with them. The latter is personal, direct,
and seemingly untranslatable. Considering this, I typically lean toward an installation
approach where objects are less physically transformed. When objects are less altered
or altered in a mindful way they can retain part of their history. Over-manipulated
objects feel like a corruption to me.
In my mind, work like Gabriel Orozco’s Orange Flies (2005) or Astroturf
Constellation (2012) find this ideal material balance. Orange Flies feels like a snapshot of
a moment. It is not overly tampered with or overthought. Yet the bright, citrusy
simplicity of the photograph is able to contain the power of quiet monumentality.
Astroturf Constellation has a larger presence of hand than Orange Flies, taking found
fragments from the turf and organizing them into their own system. Still, Orozco
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Gabriel Orozco, Orange Flies, 2005, Chromogenic colour print, 40.6 x 50.8 cm, image courtesy of Galerie Chantal
Crousel, Paris.

Gabriel Orozco, Astroturf Constellation, 2012, 1,188 found objects, including plastic, glass, paper, metal, and other materials,
installation view, image courtesy of Holly Gaboriault.
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allows the fragments to be bodies of themselves transformed only as tokens of his
concept. I appreciate how Orozco’s work is more encounter than intention. It
inherently relies on objects within their own logic. He explains in an interview with
Art21, “I try to be intimate with everything I can. To be intimate you have to open
yourself and you have to trust what is around you.”7
The idea of trusting objects gives them a kind of autonomy. An autonomy that
stands to meet our own autonomy. As the puppeteer John Bell writes, “Performance
with objects plays with a world of substances lacking life, and our donation of life to
these substances is an ephemeral celebration of our power: the temporary agency we
have (for a few years or several decades) until we rejoin the world of dead matter.”8
Interpretation of the material world is a privileged power. As Bell says, physical bodies
are not so different from their landscapes. At the end of it all: ashes to ashes, dust to
dust.9
This immediate and intimate understanding of our relationship with objects
mirrors my material choices. I am more interested in the objects around me and less
interested in direct manufacture. The crinkle of my sheets, broken umbrellas in the
7

Gabriel Orozco, interview by Art21.

8

Bell, John. Death and Performing Objects, NYU, < http://www.nyu.edu/classes/bkg/death.txt >

“By the sweat of your face you will eat bread, till you return to the ground, because from it you were taken; For
you are dust, and to dust you shall return.” (Genesis 3:19) New American Standard Bible
9
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street, fragmented echoes of voices passing below my window are all rich and loaded
materials that bulge from the blanket of the everyday. Their ordinariness and
mundanity pull from a collective vocabulary; a middle-ground that most people can
relate and lock in to. My desire for art is not about transcending the everyday but
about experiencing what we already have with a new sense of vibrancy. Returning to
this earlier idea about the chair in the woods, the chair does not create another world,
it makes the hiker engage more in his or her own world with intensity. The chair calls
on the hiker to reconfigure what he or she already has.
In 2010 I took my first trip to the Chelsea galleries in New York. At Meulensteen
Gallery I saw the exhibition Areas for Action (AFA) by Oliver Herring. His work is

Oliver Herring, Areas for Action, Day 11: Glitter, 2010, Digital c-print, dimensions variable, image courtesy of the artist
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dynamic, but there was something larger than the specificity of his work that I took
away with me that day. I was most struck, not by the manifestations inside of the
gallery, but by the remnants of glitter from his piece trailing through the streets
outside. The sidewalks were dusted with a synthetic sheen, mapping where audiences
from the gallery space walked after they saw the show. It had nothing to do with the
work, but at the same time everything to do with the work.
For me, art is about its residue; the triggers you can’t control. I can talk so
loosely about Oliver Herring or Jen Rosenblit’s pieces because my experiences of each
were not necessarily as the artist fully intended. My experiences of them were off-hand
instances that stretched their intentions of “cross-pollinated” actions10 and “an overcrowded solo”11 respectively. Maybe like the chair in the woods, it was their pieces that
rustled my senses, that engaged me to notice the sidewalks and feel the potentiality of
creating. Maybe it was that Art itself demands a particular act of looking, one that asks
us as the viewer to load our baggage on the table where the artist loads his or her’s;
two individual experiences merged in an odd communal where intention and takeaway
form no hierarchy.

10

Herring, Oliver. “Areas for Action,” Work. <http://oliverherringstudio.com/section/362996_Areas_for_Action.html>

11

Rosenblit, Jen. “Clap Hands” Selected Works. < http://jenrosenblit.net/selected-works-/clap-hands >
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I am interested in art as two individual experiences conflated by a subtle
exchange (of the work itself). I imagine the exchange as simple yet as personal as if the
artist sneezed and the viewer replied “Bless you” or better yet, the artist yawned and
the viewer contagiously yawned too. I am at a point in my work where the logic is
interiorly personal. It feels earnest, and I like the idea of viewers taking a part of that
earnestness with them.
In my thesis installation, Untitled (Landscape), earnestness comes in the
form of memory. In past works like the earlier referenced Jolly Rancher Performance,
memory revealed itself as a tender material with loaded intention yet quiet delivery. I
wanted to make another piece with the same subtle tenderness. With memory, I can
open my mind for the viewer and present them with my deepest sense of orientation.
In my mental digging, I discovered that the majority of my memories were richly
grounded in landscape. Therefore, in Untitled (Landscape) I chose to work with
landscape as means to play with memory. The work explores objects as place and place
as memory, where fragments of remembered landscapes form a newly structured
landscape. ‘Place’ is derived from from many places and fragmentation becomes
reconstruction.
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In the gallery, chalked territories jut from a wall. The chalk markings provide a
casual yet fair order, each square with even space. The format of the grid works as a
platform to construct the landscape and equalize the parts— seemingly giving each
unit a sense of measure and codification.
On its approach, the first chalk square fades unfinished into the room, as if to
suggest that the landscape invisibly continues. Beyond it, in the next square, layered
8x11 inch papers lead to two wooden structures and a black electric kettle. Upon
further inspection, the 8x11 papers are computer printouts with closeup images of
sidewalk textures and the wooden structures support hovering cement panels. The

Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, computer printouts, found objects, chalk, wood, installation view,
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electric tea kettle, at a rolling boil, blows steam through an exposed drain in one of the
cement panels.
Considered in unison, these materials are a collage of a city sidewalk. The
computer printouts are a direct yet flat attempt to cobble together a sidewalk, as if
simply the image and the printed words of its Google search (like “cement” or
“sidewalk” or “pavement”) could become the physical thing. This paired with actual
cement hovering on a second plane shifts the memorial into a fragmented sense of
itself. It takes both excerpts and a personally manufactured attempt at a sidewalk as

Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, computer printouts, found objects, chalk, wood, cement, electric tea kettle, installation view.
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gestures toward the sidewalk. The steam from the electric tea kettle pauses in comic
relief. It draws up visions of steaming streets with cheeky suggestion that a tea kettle
might be the source.
Beyond this, tightly
organized beach rocks
escape the square but not
without order. Unlike the
sidewalk, the rocks are
what they are. Their

Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, beach rocks, flashlight, spray bottle, ocean water,
procona buckets, fan, chalk, installation view.

characteristic smoothness suggests their locale. Their uncharacteristic order sits them
in the gallery while also marking the presence of hand. One rock sits on a pocket
mirror, duplicating itself as another rock and proposing another sense of space (in the
mirror). Toward the fringes the rocks begin to scatter, finding their way into water
buckets beside them. A spray bottle filled with ocean water and a yellow flashlight
mingle with rocks. The viewer is able to use the spray bottle to water the rocks,
revealing the richly colorful glow of their naturally wet state. The flashlight enables the
viewer to explore the sparkling salt crystals that build up on the floor as a residue of
the viewer’s sprays.
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The spray bottle and the flashlight are the first of several moments in this
landscape that become self-distracted. They are less obligation to memory and are
more engagement for a wandering mind. In this way I wanted the overall installation
to have interworkings that begin to activate themselves interiorly in the gallery space.
The installation becomes its own system. Other hints of this are found throughout the
work. Towards the back, scattered pennies activate old orange paint drops on the
gallery floor. The gesture appears as simple as a likening between the penny and the
paint and moves on. But its existence reveals a diligent consideration of the
installation space and alerts the viewer to look closer. In another section, a small
chalked rectangle holds the pairing of a sponge and moss. Cut in identical shape, their
proximity points out a funny comparison between the two. Similar to the pennies, this
rectangle is a sidenote
that checks the boxes
‘like’ and ‘alike’ and
moves on lightheartedly.
In another offshoot
rectangle, the fragment of
Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, chalk, sponge, moss, installation view.

a broken bike reflector
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Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, procona buckets, water, moss, stems, stick, plastic figurine, installation view.

sits seemingly lonesome. With gentle observation, a sliver of tape on the floor mirrors
the shape and luminosity of the reflector confirming its presence in the space. In some
buckets, small bits of moss, sticks, and stems dirty the water. With further inspection,
one stick reveals itself as a small plastic figurine. Again, a small comment of likeness
appears. These moments both take the viewer out and reengage him or her in the
landscape. They are subtle notes of likeness that remind and persuade the viewer of
the likening between actual and memorial, physical and conceptual elements in the
overall installation.
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In the installation, each square is like it’s referent, but it also is the referent. The
materials have their own prompts: a greenspace towards the far wall is a lawn, or a
garden, or a forest floor. To the viewer it could be any greenspace. In actuality it is a
literal transplant of the grass from my childhood backyard, growing actively in the

Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, lawn, mobile fan spray bottle, chalk, installation view.

space. The charged meaning of this may never translate to the viewer, but the actuality
of the material remains quietly available in the installation. Nevertheless, the likeness
is direct: greenspace as greenspace.
In other areas the likeness is less direct. At varying stacks, buckets in the center
of the installation become a roughly mimicked wave. The loose understanding of water
"21

at varying heights, underlies the concept of the wave. Additionally, a black fan to the
side of the buckets gently ripples the water of some of the low buckets; waves in waves.
On the other hand, these buckets refer to the imagery of my family floral design
studio. The high stacks and presence of water, as well as remnants of stems and bits of
plants all come from the design studio. In this way the buckets work twofold, they
serve an elemental purpose to the overall landscape and maintain a personal
framework in the piece.
The conception of Untitled (Landscape)’s sky, pushes this idea of the constructed
likeness even further. On the wall, fragments of paper skylines are tacked sparsely.
These hints of blue paper partner with a blue ladder that angles itself upwards
towards a tight group of blue and white suspended objects. With a closer look, the
objects reveal their ordinariness and domesticity; a cotton ball, a pharmacy card, a
paperclip, a blue pencil, a gift bow, and hair tie all hover as an altered sky. The idea of
the sky relies on cheap characterization: “if it is blue and it is above, then it is a sky.” In
this case, every blue object from my bedroom becomes the sky. The ladder, a leftover
from the installation process, becomes the sky as well and with it, more cheap
characterization: a fan, suspended from the ladder’s hinges, blows a simulated breeze
tickling and enlivening the grass patch and work lamps, clipped to the bottom steps,
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Untitled (Landscape) (detail), 2017, installation view.

lean in investigative curiosity, highlighting emptiness and a dried up leaf. My sky is
blue, it hangs above, it contains the wind, and a source of light.
In Untitled (Landscape), moments like the sky are adequately inadequate in their
attempt to put energy into cheap likenesses. There is something deliciously
unforgiving about that energy, nay playful. It is a stubborn child; the world says a
plastic cup cannot be the sky, the installation says it can be so. This stubbornness is
reiterated in the string square that hangs off to the side of the main installation. Its
intent is to take a slice of air from the space in the same square format as the chalk
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units. Because of gravity, the square is loopy and rather pathetic. By no measurement is
it a square, other than by its attempt to be.
In this work, the absurd takes a quieter stance. Its influence is found more in
the intent and spends its energy on attempt. The installation attempts to capture
memories through materials and objects. It attempts to create a new landscape out of
those fragments of memories. It wants to be both part of the gallery (as seen in the
chalked floor) and to be in some other place (cued by the natural materials). The piece
fights to be both flat and upright, present and elsewhere. It runs on a logic that
appears elemental (earth, air, water) but also on another logic all its own (selection of
objects based on memories). Even still, it escapes its own logic (the distractions of the
spray bottle, pennies, etc.) and in most moments relies on the logic of the viewer.
Going back to this idea of art as two individual experiences meeting in the
artwork itself, Untitled (Landscape) relies on both the artist and the viewer to exist. Like
Orozco and Sze, the creation is personal. Like my experience of Rosenblit and
Herring’s work, I desire for the viewer’s experience to be personal as well. The
materials are no shocker. They are normal and approachable, they are rarely
manipulated far from themselves, yet they are selected with specific reasoning and in
their composition they ask to be read. The viewer may choose to pass them over as
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desensitized as he or she would in any landscape. (Not many, not even myself, walk
through a park and consider each blade of grass.) Or the viewer can choose to engage
and consider the landscape as he or she has the ability to do: drawing connections and
making associations. In this way the concept of the landscape is a kind of decoy, buried
in it is an exercise of ‘self.’ (My self as the creator, and the viewer’s self as the receiver.)
It exercises our natural ability to structure, determine, and render order; to use our
senses. Because the objects are primarily familiar, they are objects that are most likely
already classified in our minds. Their positioning in the artwork asks us if they need to
be reordered or reclassified by association or if they should be read by only the artist’s
order.
Untitled (Landscape), is a work that, more than anything, wants to be experienced
and taken in. The undisclosed memories that inform each object don’t need to be
uncovered. The tangents of interpretation can unfold however necessary. What is most
important is the exercise of our sensual judgement and the celebration of our ability
to do so.
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